DIV. MEMO
No. 312, S 2016

TO : ROSALIO VIOS, EPSvr
     ERL C. VILLAGONZALO, SEPS
     JOY CAMIGUING, Librarian
     FLORDERICK VELARDE, ITO
     MYRA MEBATO, SSP- Munai NHS
     SONIA GUMILAO, HT- Lala NHS
     EDALYN OLIS, MT- LNNCHS
     EARL TOLER - Teacher - Kapatagan NHS
     WENDY B. LABASTILLA, Teacher - Maigo NHS
     EMILY MAG-ALASIN, Teacher - Balili CES
     LADY LAURENCE PAITAN, Teacher - Tubod CES
     ROTSEN ESCORIAL, Teacher - Kapatagan NHS
     CEHRIDEL P. LAGARE, Librarian - Kapatagan NHS
     MARISOL SALARDA, Teacher - Lala NHS
     SALLY SAYCON, Teacher - Lala NHS
     SHEENA MARIE QUIAPO, Teacher - Pinpin ES
     WELMAR C. MONDIDO, Teacher - Talambo ES
     REY LAHOYHOY, Teacher - LNNCHS
     ZENIA CLAM, Teacher - Princesa ES
     SOBEE DUMAUG, Teacher - Lala NHS
     CLAIR L. BANGUIS, ADA VI
     FEMA UY, ADA VI
     This Division

SUBJECT : DIVISION TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION PLAN

Recognizing the role of technology in achieving quality education, this Office is directing all concerned to attend the planning conference in line with the crafting the Division Technology Integration Plan on October 21, 2016 at 2:00 PM, Division Office.

EMMALINDA E. DUHAYLUNGSOD, CESO V
Schools Division Superintendent